Who is St. Nicholas?

Use the Word Bank below to fill in the details about Saint Nicholas

Nicholas was born in Patara, a village in a Greek part of ___________. It is now in____________.

Nicholas threw three bags of ___________ through a poor man’s window so his daughters could get ___________.

Nicholas was Bishop of ___________ during the ___________ century.

He attended the first big Bishop’s meeting, the First Ecumenical Council in ___________.

Nicholas was buried in Myra, but his tomb is now in ___________.

Bishop Nicholas loved ___________ and cared for ___________ in need.

Saint Nicholas Day is ___________.

Three ___________ or a ___________ are sometimes symbols for Saint Nicholas.

Saint Nicholas is patron saint of ___________, ___________, ___________, and more.

WORD BANK

4th anchor Asia Minor Bari, Italy children December 6 God gold gold balls innocents married money bags Myra Nicaea sailors ship people Turkey